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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], Ricceri proposed and developed an innovative minimal method for the study of nonlinear 
eigenvalue problems. After that, Bonannao [2] gave an application of the method to the two-point 
problem 
U” + Xf(U) = 0, 
U(0) = U(1) = 0. (1) 
Very recently, Candito [3] extended the main result of [2] to the nonautonomous case 
IL” + xf(t, u) = 0, 
u(u) = u(b) = 0. (2) 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the main results of [2,3] to the quasilinear differential 
equations, i.e., 
((PP (u’))’ + U(6 u) = 07 
U(U) = u(b) = 0, (3) 
where (pP(v) := ]~l]*-~~,p > 1 a constant. 
In the case X = 1, problem (3) has been studied extensively in recent years, we refer to [4-lo] 
and the references cited therein. Many existence results have been established for the singular 
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problem (3), to name a few, see [4-61 and their references. For the nonsingular problem (3), some 
excellent results also have been obtained; see, for example, the fixed-point theorem in cones [8] 
and the time-mapping method [7,9], and by the Leray-Shauder degree theory [lo]. 
In this paper, we consider the existence of solutions for nonsingular problem (3). The main goal 
of this paper is to present a new approach different from the above-mentioned references [4-lo]. 
Our approach is based on a three critical points theorem proved in [l] that enable us to obtain 
at least three solutions of (3). The obtained results extend and improve the main results in the 
literature [2,3]. We also remark that there exists some negligence in [3] and we will correct it 
later in Section 3. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For the reader’s convenience, we now recall the two basic results of Ricceri [2], which will be 
fundamental in our discussion. 
THEOREM 1. (See [1,2].) Let X be a separable and reflexive real Banach space, Cp : X --f R 
a continuously Glteaux differentiable and sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous functional 
whose GBteaux derivative admits a continuous inverse on X’, and \I! : X ---f R a continuously 
Gdteaux differentiable functional whose GGteaux derivative is compact. Assume that 
,,$lk& cP(u) + x*(u) = fm, 
for all X E [0, +oo[, and that there exists a continuous concave function h : [0, +co[ -+ R such 
that 
su; $(0(u) + X@(u) + h(X)) < ;i$ su!(@(u) + X9(u) + h(X)). 
- - 
Then there exists an open interval A G]O, +oo[ and a positive real number q such that, for 
each X E A, the equation 
B’(U) + XV?(U) = 0 
has at least three solutions in X whose norms are less than q. 
PROPOSITION 1. (See 111.) Let X be a nonempty set and CD, @ two real functions on X. Assume 
that there are r > 0 and xc, x1 E X such that 
a?(xo) = Q(xc,) = 0, Q(x1) > r, sup 
WQ) a(x) <r-. 
zE*-l(l-OO,Tl) @‘(Xl) 
Then, for each p satisfying 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
To begin with, we introduce some notations. Here, and in the sequel, we assume that, [a, b] 
is a compact real interval, X is the Sobolev space W$p([o, b]) equipped with the norm l/u]] = 
(s,” lwlPwl?P > 1; f : [a, b] x R -+ R is a continuous function, and g is the real function 
given by 
g(t, 8 = I’ f (6 4 da, 
for each (t, Is) E [a, b] x R. 
In order to prove our main results, we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. Assume that there exist two positive constants k > 2, c, d with c < 21/p(b - a)(l-p)‘p d 
such that 
(i) g(t,E) 2 0 for each (t,6) E [ a, a + (b - a)/k] u [b - (b - a)/k, b] x [O, d], 
(ii) (b - a) m=qt,~)+,qx[-c,c] g(t, 0 < (l/2) (~ld)~ Sab$‘IZ;//k” dt, 4 dt. 
Then there exist T > 0 and u E X such that 
(b - a)P-‘pr < IlujIp 
ad (b - a) mqt,C)+,b]x(-c,c] dt, 6) 5 (pr s,” dt,u(t)) W(ll~llp)~ 
PROOF. We define the function 
and (b - a)p-‘pr = kp-‘6’. It is clear that u E W,‘!P([a, b]) and ]]u(]P = 2 dP((b - a)/k)l-P. In 
view of c < 2l/p(b - a)(‘--P)/P d, we get 
(b - ~)~-‘pr = kp-lcP < (IuIIp. 
It then follows from Assumption (ii) that 
s,” g(t, u(t)) dt CPkP- 1 
s 
b-(b-a)/k 
IblIp 
pr(b - u)“-1 2 
2&((b - u)/k)l-” a+(&a),k g(t7d)dt 
= ; (;)” (b _ u)“-’ Si(b-o)‘k g(t, d) & 
a+(b-a)/k 
> (b - u)(b - u)“-’ max 
(t,E)E[o.,b,x[-c,c]g(t)E)) 
i.e., 
_f: dt> u(t)) dtpr 
l141p 
2 (b-u) max 
(t,F)EIIL,b]X[--C,r]g(t)E). 
Thus, the proof is complete. 
The main result is as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that there exist four positive constants c, d, P, s with s < p and c < 
2l/p(b - u)(l--P)lP d such that 
(1) s(t,r) 1 0 for each (t,E) E [ a, a + (b - u)/k] u [b - (b - a)/k] x [0, d], 
(ii) (b - a) m=(t,E)E[a,b]x[-c,c] d4 E) I (l/2) (c14p &:~~~))/~ dt,d) dt, 
(iii) g(t,{) 5 ~(1 + I<]“), for all t E [a, b],[ E R. 
Then there exist an open interval A C]O,+co[ and a positive real number 9 such that, for 
each X E A, problem (3) has at least three solutions belonging to C’[u, b] whose norms in 
W,‘)P([u, b]) are less than q. 
PROOF. For each u E X, we define 
@(u) = ; l141p, 
b u(z) 
P > 1, and @I(U) = - JJ f(t, r> dr ka0 
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J(u) = @(u) + X@(u). 
It is easy to see that the critical points of J are exactly the classical solutions of problem (3). 
So, the task for us to do is verify that @ and P satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1. It is easy to 
see that Cp is a continuously Gateaux differentiable and sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous 
functional whose Gateaux derivative admits a continuous inverse on X”, and @ is a continuous 
Gateaux differentiable functional whose Gbteaux derivative is compact. 
Moreover, thanks to (iii) and to Poincare inequality, one has 
for all X E [0, +co[. 
Now, taking into account that for each u E X, we have 
It then follows that 
Q-y] - cqr]) c 
i 
u E x : [u(t)1 < 
b _ u (P-1)/P 
( > k (pr)““, for every t E [a,b] 1 
for each r > 0. 
On the other hand, we have 
Now, owing to Lemma 1, there exist r > 0 and u E X such that 
(b -u, (t &&C,C] g(ty [)< S,bdhu(t))dtpr = r(-Q(u)) ll4P D(u) . 
So, there exists p > 0 such that 
Finally, we define h(X) = Xp for every X 2 0, therefore, by Proposition 1, 
Hence, by an application of Theorem 1, we finish the proof. 
REMARK 1. By a careful examination, we find that, in [3], the inequality ma&+$] [u(t)1 L 
(l/2) (]u(] (see [3, p. 5353) should be modified, as maxte[&] [u(t)/ L (G/2) ]]u]], for each u E 
X. Thus, Theorem 2 [3] and Corollary 1 [3] should be modified respectively, as Theorem 2 and 
Corollary 1 in the sequel, in the case p = 2. Otherwise, the author [3] should have made an 
assumption b - a < 2, and Example 1 [3] should have some relevant modification. 
Let a E C[a, b] and 1 E C(R) be two nonnegative functions. Put A(t) = /l a(~-)dr,L(c) = 
si l(r) dr. We consider the special case of problem (3), i.e., 
(VP (u’))’ + xo(t)l(u) = 0, 
U(U) = u(b) = 0. 
For problem (4), Theorem 2 takes the simpler form. 
(4) 
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COROLLARY 1. Assume that there exist four positive constants c, d, 77, s with s < p and c < 
2l/p(b - a)(l--P)/P d such that 
(i) (b - a) max,+,bl a(t) I (I/2) (cld)p (L(d)lL(c)) [A@ - ((b - a)lk)) - A(a + ((b - a)lk))l. 
(ii) L(E) 5 ~(1 + [[I”) for each [ E R. 
Then there exist an open interval A 210, +co[ and a positive real number q such that, for each 
X E A, problem (3) has at least three solutions belonging to C”( [a, b]), whose norms in iV,‘~“([u, b]) 
are less than q. 
PROOF. By the fact that f(t, u) = u(t)l(u) for each (t, U) E [a, b] x R, we have that 
(t,E)E[a,b,x[-c,c,g(t’E) = t$%  u(t)L(c). max 
Taking p = ~max,<~<bu(t). One can easily verify that all the conditions of Theorem 2 are -- 
satisfied. This completes the proof. 
REMARK 2. We explicitly see that, if a = 0, b = 1, p = 2, and u(t) is constant, then Corollary 1 
takes a version of Theorem 2 [2]. 
Finally, we give an example to illustrate our main result. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider (3) with f(t,u) = tl(u), a = 0, b = 20, p = 3, where 
Vu) = 
{ 
EU; ed _ d 
u L d, 
, u>d. 
In this example, we have A(t) = (1/2)t2, and 
i 
eE - 1, E I 6 
W) = 1 
T[2+(ed-d)t+id2+ed(l-d)-l, [>d. 
It is easy to verify that with c = 1, d = 10, q = ed, Ic = 4, and s = 2, conditions of Corollary 1 are 
satisfied. Therefore, there exist an open interval A c 10, +co[ and a positive real number q such 
that, for each X E A, problem (3), in this case, has at least three solutions belonging to C2([0, 20]), 
whose norms in W,““( [0,20]) are less than q. 
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